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between actin filament arrays (actin cables) and myosin
molecules in the cytoplasm (Kamiya and Kuroda, 1956;
Nagai and Rebhum, 1966; Kersey and Wessels, 1976; Kato
and Tonomura, 1977). The velocity of cytoplasmic streaming
(50

 

mm s21 or more; Shimmen, 1992) is very rapid, being
many times larger than the maximum velocity of myofilament
sliding in muscle (5–10 mm s21). Algal internodal cells have
been widely used for 

 

in vitro assays of myosin-based
motility, since latex beads coated with skeletal, cardiac and
smooth muscle myosins slide on the actin cables in an ATP-
dependent manner in these cells. Unfortunately, however, it
has not been possible to produce sliding between algal cell
cytoplasmic myosin and the actin cables responsible for
native cytoplasmic streaming.
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 force–velocity relationship of the ATP-
dependent actin–myosin sliding responsible for cytoplasmic
streaming, using a centrifuge microscope with which constant
centrifugal forces were applied to the moving beads to serve
as external loads (Oiwa et al. 1990). It will be shown in the
present paper that the force–velocity curve in the positive load
region is nearly straight in shape, with a large value of a/P0,
where a is a constant from the Hill equation and P0 is
maximum isometric force, suggesting a high cycling rate and
a low efficiency of the actin–myosin interaction in
cytoplasmic streaming. Since cytoplasmic streaming is known
to be inhibited by Ca2+ as well as by removal of ATP
(Williamson, 1975; Tominaga et al. 1983), we also studied the
behaviour of the beads in the absence of ATP and in the
presence of Ca2+.
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evidence has been accumulating that ATP-
ctin–myosin interaction is responsible not only
contraction but also for various types of non-
l motility, including cytoplasmic streaming
1992), no information is available about the
erties of the actin–myosin interactions occurring
le cells. Green algae consist of giant internodal
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Materials and methods
Internodal cell preparation

green alga Chara corallina was cultured using the
 of Shimmen and Yano (1984). Before experiments, the
al cells (diameter approximately 0.5 mm; length 10–15
re isolated from neighbouring cells and stored in
l pond water containing 0.1 mmol l21 each of KCl,
d CaCl2 (pH 5.6). The velocity of native cytoplasmic

ng was measured using the method of Kamiya and
 (1956), and cells that exhibited prominent cytoplasmic
ng at a velocity of 30–60 mm s21 were chosen for the
ents. The cell was cut open at both ends, and its

sm and cell sap were replaced with Mg-ATP solution
ing 5 mmol l21 EGTA, 6 mmol l21 MgCl2, 1 mmol l21

200 mmol l21 sorbitol, 50 mmol l21 KOH and
21

concentrated on the beads that moved smoothly under various
rates of rotation of the rotor.

The amount of centrifugal force (=load) F on the bead is
given by:

F = DrVrv2 ,

where Dr is the difference in density between the bead and the
surrounding medium (0.3 g cm23), V is the bead volume
(12 mm3), r is the effective radius of centrifugation (4.5–7 cm)
and v is the angular velocity of the rotor. The velocity of bead
movement under constant load was determined from the video
recordings. The change in position of the bead from frame to
frame was measured on the monitor screen (30 cm320 cm;
magnification 20003) to within less than 0.5 mm using a video
microscaler (For-A) (Oiwa et al. 1990).

Experiments were also carried out in which the centrifugal
forces required to break rigor and Ca2+-induced actin–myosin
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l l Pipes (pH 7.0) by perfusion of the cell interior
veral times the cell volume of Mg-ATP solution
 et al. 1976).
-activated polystyrene beads (Dynabeads, Dynal,
ameter 2.8mm; specific gravity 1.3) were suspended in
P solution (107 beads ml21) without previous coating
res and introduced into the cell at a late stage of the
n. As described below, the beads moved along the
ables as a result of spontaneous attachment to
mic myosin molecules remaining in the cell interior.
ds of the cell containing the polystyrene beads were
with strips of polyester thread (Oiwa et al. 1990). The
al cell preparations (approximately 1 cm in length)
pt in artificial pond water.

ntrifuge microscope and video recording system

entrifuge microscope consisted of a light microscope,
r (diameter 16 cm) that could be rotated at
0 revs min21 (4–1900 g), and a stroboscopic light

to allow a stationary image of the specimen to be
d during centrifugation. A video-enhanced-contrast
f the specimen was obtained with a video camera

linkages were determined in the following way. Rigor solution
was prepared as the Mg-ATP solution, with the omission of
ATP and the addition of hexokinase (500 i.u. ml21) and D-
glucose (2 mmol l21). The hexokinase–glucose system was
used to eliminate ATP remaining in the internodal cell (Oiwa
et al. 1991). Ca2+ solution was prepared by omitting EGTA
from, and adding 5 mmol l21 CaCl2 to, Mg-ATP solution. The
internodal cell preparations containing either rigor solution or
Ca2+ solution were observed with a Nikon 103 dry objective
(numerical aperture 0.25), and the number of beads attached to
actin cables within a given microscopic field (30–50) was
counted. The beads were then subjected to centrifugal forces
that increased in a stepwise manner over time (see Fig. 7,
inset), and the numbers of beads within the same microscopic
field were determined from video records at the end of each
centrifugation period.

All experiments were performed between June and
September 1993 at a room temperatures of 24–26 ˚C.

Results
Properties of unloaded bead movement along actin cables
atsu Photonics, C-2847) combined with circuits for
e differential treatment of the image signal. The video
as recorded with a video casette recorder (Sony, VO-
t 30 frames s21. Further details of the centrifuge

ope and the video recording system have been
d elsewhere (Kamitsubo et al. 1989; Oiwa et al. 1990).

Experimental procedures

nternodal cell preparation containing the polystyrene
was placed in a centrifuge cuvette (33 mm3

3 mm deep), filled with artificial pond water, and
 on the rotor of the centrifuge microscope so that its

last rows, along which the actin cables extend in a
line, were parallel to the direction of centrifugal force.
ovement along the actin cables was observed and
corded with a Nikon 203 dry objective (numerical
 0.40) unless otherwise stated. The investigation was

We examined the properties of the bead movement along the
actin cables when unloaded, i.e. without application of
centrifugal forces. The beads were observed to move along the
actin cables in one direction with constant velocities of
32–61 mm s21 (mean ± S.D., 46±8.7 mm s21; N=14). These
maximum unloaded velocities (Vmax) were similar to those of
native cytoplasmic streaming and were many times greater
than the corresponding movement of beads coated with rabbit
skeletal muscle myosin (2.5 mm s21, Sheetz and Spudich,
1983; 2.0 mm s21, Oiwa et al. 1990). The direction of bead
movement was also similar to that of native cytoplasmic
streaming, being reversed across the indifferent zone
separating two groups of actin cables with different polarities
(Kersey et al. 1976). The bead movement was inhibited either
by the removal of ATP (rigor solution) from the surrounding
medium or in the presence of Ca2+ (>1026 mol l21), as has been
noted for native cytoplasmic streaming (Williamson, 1975;
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four different positive loads.

 least-squares method. The load
d relative to P0. The value taken
 measured.
aga et al. 1983). These results, together with the
ence of myosin in algal cell cytoplasm (Kato and

generated by the myosin molecul
stopped moving remained in the
then suddenly detached from the
in the direction of the applied c
P0 showed considerable variatio
(mean ± S.D., 6.2±4.5 pN; N=12)

The steady-state force–velo
movement was determined by
positive loads and recording
movements. The magnitude of th
gradually increased to P0 or ra
results. The difficulty we e
experiments was that, as the bea

 Selected video frames showing the movement (from right to
f cytoplasmic myosin-coated beads on actin cables. Arrows
e the positions of two beads. Frames A, B and C were taken
utively at intervals of 33.3 ms between frames. Scale bar,
.

0
0

T

Fig. 2. Constant velocity movement
bead on the actin cables under 
Regression lines were drawn by the
(given beside each line) is expresse
for P0 was 13 pN, the maximum we
ura, 1977), indicate that the rapid bead movement along
cables is produced by cytoplasmic myosin molecules
ed to the bead surface. Fig. 1 shows selected frames from
o recording of the beads moving on actin cables.

y-state force–velocity relationships for bead movement
under positive loads

2 shows a typical result of the application of positive
(centrifugal forces directed in the opposite direction to
ad movement) on bead movement. The bead moved at a
nt velocity under a given positive load, indicating the
ce of a definite steady-state relationship between the
(=load) generated by the myosin molecules interacting
e actin cables and the velocity of actin–myosin sliding.

elocity of bead movement decreased with increasing
e load, and the bead eventually stopped moving when

ad became equal to the maximum isometric force (P0)

every load compared with our previous experiments with rabbit
skeletal muscle myosin (Oiwa et al. 1990), many beads left the
microscopic field before we could determine a value for P0, i.e.
the end point of the force–velocity curve. A typical example
of the force–velocity relationship obtained from a bead
(P0=13 pN) is presented in Fig. 3 (filled circles). The
force–velocity relationship was nearly straight. The viscous
drag force f on the moving bead can be calculated from
f=6phrv, where h is the viscosity of the medium
(0.001 N s m22), r is the bead radius (1.4 mm) and v is the bead
velocity (in mm s21). For v=60 mm s21, for example, the drag
force is 1.6 pN, amounting to more than 10 % of measured
values of P0. In Fig. 3, the data points corrected for the viscous
drag are also shown (open circles); this correction does not
alter the shape of the force–velocity curve obtained.

Similar force–velocity relationships were obtained from five
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s required to break rigor
the absence of ATP) with
d actin–myosin linkages.
 the actin cables in rigor
wing to their gradual
as the load was increased
esults were obtained from

0.6 0.8 1
e (P/P0)

ocity relationship for positive
rce–velocity data sets of six
Here and in Fig. 5, data points
d horizontal bars indicating
eads examined, all of which had large P0 values
pN). Fig. 4 shows the force–velocity curve constructed
se beads. The force–velocity curve cannot be fitted to

l hyperbolic equation (Hill, 1938) with reasonable
y because of its straight shape. In another six beads,
aller P0 values (1.0–2.4 pN), the data points showed a
atter, especially at higher loads, although the overall
elocity curve was also nearly straight (Fig. 5).

state force–velocity relationships for bead movement
under negative loads

 the polarity of the actin cables determining the
n of actin–myosin sliding is reversed across the

presence of Ca2+ (5 mmol l21), indic
cytoplasmic streaming that is know
absence of ATP or in the presence o
Tominaga et al. 1983) results from 
sliding. In both conditions, the bead
cables owing to the formation of sta
We compared the centrifugal force
actin–myosin linkages (induced in 
those required to break Ca2+-induce

The number of beads sticking to
solution decreased gradually o
detachment from the actin cables 
from 0 to 22 pN (Fig. 7). Similar r

0
0 0.5 1

Relative force (P/P0)

ypical example of the steady-state force–velocity relationship
movement under positive load (filled circles). The data points
ained by applying loads in a random order. The amount of
oad) is expressed relative to P0 (13 pN). Data points corrected
iscous drag force (open circles) are also shown.

0 0.2 0.4
Relative forc

Fig. 4. Averaged steady-state force–vel
load, constructed from six different fo
beads with large P0 values (8.6–13pN). 
represent mean values with vertical an
standard deviations.
nt zone, we also took the opportunity of applying
gal forces in the same direction as the bead movement
 as negative loads. As with positive loads, the beads
ith a constant velocity under a given negative load. A

orce–velocity relationship for negative loads is shown
. When the negative load was gradually increased from
e velocity of bead movement first decreased by
 and then increased with further increases in the
 load until it suddenly detached from the actin cables.
results were obtained from eight other beads examined,
 the negative force at which the velocity reached a

m (0.1–0.7 pN) and that at which the bead detached
pN) were variable.

th of rigor and Ca2+-induced actin–myosin linkages

e present study, bead movement was found to be
ely inhibited either in the absence of ATP or in the

five other internodal cell preparations containing rigor solution.
Since the indifferent zone, across which the actin cable polarity
is reversed, was included in the microscopic field, the direction
of centrifugal force was either opposite to, or the same as, the
direction of bead movement that would have taken place in the
ordinary Mg-ATP solution. There was no tendency for the
beads to become detached more readily at one side of the
indifferent zone than at the other. In contrast, the beads
attached to actin cables in Ca2+ solution did not detach from
actin cables with increasing centrifugal forces up to 22 pN (Fig.
5). These results indicate that rigor actin–myosin linkages can
be broken more readily with applied centrifugal forces than can
Ca2+-induced actin–myosin linkages. However, the beads
attached to the actin cables in Ca2+ solution could be detached
from the actin cables on removal of Ca2+ from the solution,
demonstrating the reversibility of the Ca2+-dependent
actin–myosin linkages.
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Discussion
inetic properties of actin–myosin sliding causing

cytoplasmic streaming in algal cells

ng an in vitro assay system combined with a centrifuge
cope (Oiwa et al. 1990), we have shown that beads
 with cytoplasmic myosin move along actin cables at a
nt velocity under a constant external load (Fig. 2). We
etermined the steady-state force–velocity relationships
both positive and negative loads (Figs 3–6), thus

ing the first information about the kinetic properties of
tin–myosin sliding that causes cytoplasmic streaming in
cells. We shall first discuss the force–velocity

nships in the positive load region (Fig. 3), as they can
pared directly with known force–velocity relationships

ntracting muscle.
 hyperbolic force–velocity curve of contracting muscle
erally characterized using the values Vmax and a/P0

dge et al. 1985); the former determines its intercept with
locity axis, while the latter determines its curvature. A
value of a/P0 is associated with a less prominent
ure of the force–velocity curve and a low efficiency in
nversion of the chemical energy derived from ATP
ysis into mechanical work (Woledge, 1968). On this
the nearly straight force–velocity curve that we obtained
toplasmic myosin sliding on the actin cables (Fig. 3)
ts a low efficiency for the actin–myosin sliding that
 cytoplasmic streaming. Our value for Vmax is many
larger than that for skeletal muscle, which suggests that
ximum cycling rate of the actin–myosin interaction is

times larger for cytoplasmic myosin sliding on the actin
 than for the same process in muscle. Thus, our results
nsistent with the view that ATP-dependent actin–myosin
 during cytoplasmic streaming has a much higher

maxi ciency, than
ATP ng muscle
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lasmic streaming. There is evidence that 

sin molecules are attached to amorphous 
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, 1982). It seems possible that the internal resistance on
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lasmic streaming is comparable to the viscous drag on
sin molecules attached to the beads in the present assay

e negative load applied was gradually increased, the
 of bead movement was first reduced and then
d (Fig. 6). An analogous effect of negative load, i.e. a
n in velocity of bead movement, has been observed for
yosin-coated beads moving along actin cables (Oiwa
90) and also for sperm axonemes sliding on a kinesin-
lass surface (Hall et al. 1993). At present, we can offer

anations for this phenomenon.

omparison of the present results with other work

aximum isometric force P0 generated by the myosin

from actin cables, the bead will be pulled back by centrifugal
forces, resulting in a back-and-forth bead movement. Since p
increases with decreasing external load (Huxley, 1957), this
effect will be most marked for the low force range, and this
may cause a considerable reduction in the measured values for
the actin–myosin sliding velocity for these small forces; that
is, a less pronounced hyperbolic part of the force–velocity
curve in the low force range.

Hence, use of the concept of Poff can qualitatively account
for the dependence of force–velocity curves on P0 (Oiwa et al.
1990). In the present work, almost straight force–velocity
curves were observed, irrespective of whether P0 was large or
small, indicating that Poff is not large even for the small
number of cytoplasmic myosin molecules involved. This may
be taken to imply that the value of p, i.e. the proportion of time
for which a cytoplasmic myosin head is detached from actin

S. CHAEN, J. INOUE AND H. SUGI
les on the bead ranged from 1 to 13 pN. The most
forward interpretation for this range would be that a
yosin molecule generates a P0 of 1 pN and that 1–13

 molecules are involved in the bead movement. This
tation may contradict recent reports showing, using in
otility assay techniques, that a single myosin molecule
erate a force of 1–7 pN (Finer et al. 1994) or 5–6 pN
a et al. 1994). However, the experimental conditions
 these studies were completely different from those
d here; they measured peak amplitudes of transient
pikes generated by myosin molecule(s), while in the
 experiments the myosin molecule(s) on the bead should
ously generate a force, equal to the applied centrifugal
o move the bead over many micrometres. Hence, we
ed time-averaged forces generated by the myosin
les on the bead. In addition, the amplitude measured
rce spikes is dependent on the relative orientation

n actin and myosin (Ishijima et al. 1994). The myosin
les on the bead are likely to be randomly oriented both
present study and in the experiments of Finer et al.
 Hence a value of 1 pN for P0 may not be contradictory
lues from in vitro assays.
g techniques identical with those in the present study,

within each cycle of interaction, is also small. As the number
of cytoplasmic myosin molecules attached to each organelle
causing cytoplasmic streaming is expected to be small, this
very small value for p may be essential in order to prevent the
organelle from becoming detached from the actin cables. In
relation to this, it is of interest that p has been demonstrated to
be very small for another motor protein, kinesin, which
transports cellular components (Howard et al., 1989; Block et
al. 1990). Recently, Svoboda and Block (1994) analyzed the
ATP-dependent motion of kinesin-coated latex beads, using
the optical trapping technique, and constructed a straight
force–velocity curve analogous to that presented here. In their
experiments, however, the bead movement consisted of a series
of minute transient motions against a force gradient, and
average velocities were plotted against average forces; these
transient motions could be influenced by strain-dependent
passive elastic components. The steady-state force–velocity
curves obtained in the present study were constructed from
constant-velocity bead movements over many micrometres
under constant centrifugal forces, so that the length of any
passive elastic components was kept constant. It would be of
interest to use the optical trapping technique to examine the
behaviour of beads coated with cytoplasmic myosin.
t al. (1990) determined the force–velocity curves for
between rabbit skeletal muscle myosin and the actin
The curves that they found were hyperbolic in the low
nge and nonhyperbolic for higher forces, and this was
ronounced with decreasing P0. We suggest the
g, tentative, explanation for the dependence of the
f the force–velocity curve on P0 (S. Sugiura and H.
unpublished results). According to the Huxley
tion model (Huxley, 1957), muscle contraction results
lternate formation and breakage of actin–myosin
s. If p is defined as the proportion of time for which a
 head is detached from actin within each cycle of
yosin interaction, the probability that all myosin heads
ched from actin is Poff=pn (0<p<1), where n is the

 of myosin heads interacting with actin. The value of
omes substantial even for small values of n, especially
lue of p is large. When all myosin heads are detached

Effect of Ca2+ on cytoplasmic streaming

It is known that, when an algal internodal cell generates an
action potential associated with influx of external Ca2+ into the
cell (Shimmen, 1992), cytoplasmic streaming stops as a result
of an increase in cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration (Williamson
and Ashley, 1982). Cytoplasmic streaming in internodal cells,
made permeable with a Ca2+-free EGTA solution, is reversibly
inhibited by Ca2+ (Tominaga et al. 1983). Myosin heavy chains
responsible for cytoplasmic streaming have recently been
isolated from the algal internodal cells (K. Yamamoto,
personal communication) and the lily pollen tube (T. Shimmen
and E. Yokota, personal communication). Their ATPase is
activated with actin, and F-actin sliding on a glass surface
coated with pollen tube myosin is reversibly inhibited by Ca2+.

In the present study, the beads were found to attach firmly
to actin cables in the presence of Ca2+, demonstrating that the



Ca2+-induced inhibition of cytoplasmic streaming 
formation of static actin–myosin linkages. Ap
centrifugal forces to the beads attached to actin ca
that rigor actin–myosin linkages could be broken m
than Ca2+-induced actin–myosin linkages (Fig. 7)
suggests that Ca2+-induced actin–myosin linkage
stronger than, and therefore quite different 
linkages. More experimental work is obviously
clarify the properties of cytoplasmic myosin,
different from those of muscle myosin in many re
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